Abstract The PhD thesis ''On Cognitive Aspects of Human-Level Artificial Intelligence'' summarises several connected lines of work from the field of human-level artificial intelligence (HLAI) research. Among others, complexity and approximation properties of the heuristicdriven theory projection analogy engine have been examined, and the framework has been applied to modelling tasks in cognitive psychology and the learning sciences. Additionally, the general importance and applicability of formal methods as potential guidance for research and development of systems in AI/HLAI has been outlined and exemplified. Finally, questions for the scientific status of AI/HLAI and for means of assessing or measuring progress in the field have been discussed.
Introduction
Besold [6] summarises a cumulative doctoral thesis in the area of human-level artificial intelligence (HLAI) research. In its entirety, the thesis spans an arc from the level of concrete system engineering and analysis to general methodological questions underlying AI/HLAI as a field of research. It encompasses a study of the computational properties of the heuristic-driven theory projection (HDTP) analogy engine, together with two exploratory assessments of HDTP using conceptual blending and education and the learning sciences as model domains. Additionally, analogy-related aspects of rationality as AI/HLAI-relevant cognitive capacity were studied, and it was shown how formal methods can be relevant to AI/HLAI research in general (outlining a formal grounding of heuristics as frequently used in a cognitive context as additional example). Finally, questions concerning the scientific status of AI/ HLAI and possible measures for the progress of AI/HLAI systems were addressed. In what follows several of these topics have been selected and an overview of the corresponding contributions will be given.
Computational Properties of HDTP
HDTP (Schmidt et al. [17] ) is a generalisation-based analogy engine using a restricted form of higher-order anti-unification to compute analogical relations over domains represented in a many-sorted first-order logical language. In order to formally characterise its computational properties, Robere and Besold [16] presented a parameterised complexity analysis of the framework. The results showed that except for a fairly restricted version of HDTP (further reducing the set of allowed anti-unification operations for finding generalisations) the approach has to be considered intractable (i.e., NP-complete and W½1-or even W½2-hard for different versions of HDTP). Besold and Robere [8] further added an approximation-theoretic analysis of the analogical matching. Also here already for a restricted version of HDTP analogical matching turned out to be computationally hard, i.e., does not allow for constant-factor approximation. Still, as noted by the
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Theory Blending Using HDTP
In recent years, Fauconnier and Turner's [12] proposal of conceptual blending has influenced and reinvigorated the study of the general cognitive principles operating during combinatorial creativity (i.e., creativity based on the combination of existing concepts or ideas). In their theory, conceptual blending constitutes a subconscious process which allows for the combination of certain elements (and their relations) from originally distinct conceptual spaces into a new unified space enabling reasoning and inference over the combination. Martinez et al. [14, 15] filled in computational gaps in the original theoretical accounts of conceptual blending in order to eventually develop productively creative blending-based systems. The applied interpretation of conceptual blending is based on Goguen's [13] approach: given two domain theories I 1 and I 2 representing two conceptualisations, a shared generalisation G is computed and the blend space B is constructed in such a way as to preserve the correlations between I 1 and I 2 given by G. This account offers itself to a (re)conceptualisation and (re)implementation using the generalisation-based HDTP framework. Martinez et al. [14] proposed a logic-based framework for blending and metaphor-making expanding HDTP to also cover theory blending and different forms of cross-domain reasoning, and prototypically sketched different application case studies of the resulting framework (among others a reconstruction of Argand's discovery of the complex plane in mathematics, and a blending-based explanation of Tversky's and Kahneman's famous Linda problem from psychology). Martinez et al. [15] revisited the previous work and, among others, provided additional considerations on theory blending and on the modelling of creative capacities in next generation AI/ HLAI systems.
Computational Analogy-Making in Education
Analogy is considered an essential part of the human ability to learn abstract concepts. Still, the current level of knowledge about analogy as an instructional device in everyday educational practice is quite low.
Against this background Besold [1] proposed ''modelling and analysis'', ''exploration and testing'', and ''discovery and guidance'' as three (partially overlapping) scenarios of use for analogy engines in the context of education and-in way of example-provided a reconstruction of the string circuit analogy for electric current in form of an HDTP-based model. For this and the following models theories describing the students' initial knowledge and the relevant information available from the educational context (i.e., through participation in the respective activity or interaction with the teaching tool) were pre-encoded based on the corresponding syllabus. The string circuit model reproduced earlier psychological findings concerning the alignment of domain elements and additionally clarified the involved conceptual transfers and necessary elements of prior knowledge in each domain. Besold et al. [10] subsequently used HDTP to model the calculation circular staircase (Schwank et al. [19] ) and Besold and Kühnberger [7] constructed a model of Schwank's [18] number highrise (both are teaching tools for basic mathematics used with children in primary school). The tools allow children to develop an understanding of addition, subtraction, and multiplication-based relations within the basic number space of the naturals through repeated constructive transformation processes grounded in motor-based interaction. The corresponding HDTP models suggest symbolic accounts of how the interaction between the structure and the built-in principles of the tools, together with the memorised declarative knowledge learned in school, can bring forth the conception of the space of the natural numbers and associated basic mathematical processes. When taken as computational hypotheses they can then serve as basis of subsequent experimental evaluation.
Formal Analysis as Guidance for HLAI
AI/HLAI and cognitive systems research are characterised by a multitude of competing paradigms and approaches. To overcome this heterogeneity, Besold and Robere [9] suggested to use general computational properties as widely formalismand design-independent standard for theory/model selection and adoption. To this end a ''tractable AGI thesis'' 1 was introduced which demands for models of cognitive capacities in AI/HLAI and computational cognitive systems to be in the complexity class FPT for parameters which can reasonably be assumed to be small in real-world scenarios.
Additionally, building on the currently very popular practice of trying to use heuristics for solving complex problems in limited time, it was proposed to identify reduction-based heuristics (trying to reduce a complex problem to a simpler, but solution-equivalent instance thereof) with the parameterised-complexity concepts of kernelisation and kernelisability, and approximation-based heuristics (trying to provide approximate solutions to the original problem) with the approximation-theoretic idea of constant-factor approximation algorithms in APX (i.e., the class of problems allowing polynomial-time approximation algorithms). The underlying intuitions are quite straightforward but theoretically powerful. Roughly speaking, a kernelisation of a problem P is an algorithm which takes an instance x of P with parameters j and maps x in polynomial time to another instance y 2 P which is bounded in size by f ðjÞ (with f a computable function). Among others the existence of a kernelisation entails that there is a form of ''downward reduction'' for the underlying problem to some sort of smaller or less-complex instance of the same problem which can equivalently be solved. The existence of a constant-factor approximation algorithm on the other hand means that for an optimisation problem P there is a constant factor [ 0 and an algorithm which takes an instance of P of size n and, in time polynomial in n, produces a minimisation solution that is within a factor 1 þ of being optimal (1 À for the corresponding maximisation setup). Now, if the bounding constant for the approximation ratio is meaningfully chosen, the ''good enough'' character of approximate problem solutions can be quantified-offering a way to model Simon's [20] ''satisficing'' which today is conceptually central to many heuristics.
Still, while kernelisation and constant-factor approximation already offer new perspectives on heuristics and related notions, Besold [5] pointed out the need for another tool on the approximation side: a proposed close-to-optimal solution in terms of value can be arbitrarily far from the real optimum in terms of structure. For cognitive systems and AI/HLAI applications the structure of approximate solutions can play a crucial role, thus requiring the development of-currently lacking-methods for structure-based approximation.
The Scientific Status and Testability of HLAI
AI/HLAI seems to stand out between the modern sciences: there is no agreement upon the overall objective, no commonly accepted methodology, and no consensus concerning the valuation of past and present developments. This gives rise to questions for the scientific status of AI/ HLAI. Reacting to recent arguments to the contrary, Besold [2] advocated that it is important for AI/HLAI to adhere to rigid scientific standards. Among others, it is precisely due to AI/HLAI's many-facetted nature and the constant methodological and contentual interaction with numerous neighbouring fields that the scientific method as universally accepted standard and, therefore, disciplineindependent common ground has to be implemented.
A main topic in maintaining AI/HLAI as a science is the question for a measure of progress. A prominent suggestions is Bringsjord and Schimanski's [11] psychometric AI (PAI) which aims to apply the full battery of techniques from psychometrics to AI/HLAI, declaring an agent as intelligent if and only if it does well in all established, validated tests of intelligence. Unfortunately, Besold [4] showed that PAI is intrinsically flawed: as psychometric measures of intelligence are correlational measures, PAI's derived measure does not directly address intelligence in a reliable way. A system excelling on the scale of PAI could still be limited to strong performance on particular cognitive tasks rather than exhibiting general human-level intelligence.
Following a different paradigm, Besold [3] outlined a behaviour-based approach in the vein of the Turing test. The ''sub-Turing challenges'' consist of four interconnected sub tasks which are assumed to cover main elements required for solving AI/ HLAI: language understanding, language production, human rationality, and human operational or productive creativity. From an engineering perspective the division into sub tasks provides better defined criteria than the underspecified Turing test, and also introduces goals which are of inherent interest to relevant fields that were not directly addressed by the presentation of the classical test.
Summary
The dissertation is mostly exploratory in nature, testing the suitability of paradigms and approaches across tasks and domains rather than taking one problem and exhaustively developing one solution for one task on one scenario. The main merit of the work is twofold: using analogy as starting point, examples were given as inductive evidence for how a cognitively-inspired approach to AI/HLAI can be fruitful by and within itself. Additionally, some advantages of the corresponding perspective in overcoming problems currently characterising AI/HLAI research in its entirety (e.g., the domain dependence and lack of generalisability of methods, or the reliance on raw computational power instead of versatile and efficient mechanisms) were described. In terms of individual outcomes, an analogybased proposal for theory blending was made, the usefulness of analogy engines for understanding learning and education was shown and a research program was suggested, a subject-centred notion of rationality and a sketch for an analogy-based computational model of the theory were given, computational complexity and approximability considerations were introduced as guiding principles for work in AI/HLAI, and the scientific status as well as progress measures of AI/HLAI were addressed.
